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Abstract: Online services serve today’s basic needs of people in this modern internet era. This internet based services make use of
huge volumes of data for their processing. Social media is another interaction media through which huge volumes of data is stored
in a daily basis. These data has to be stored in databases. SQL queries provide means for accessing, modifying and retrieval of data
from databases. If attacker finds way in modifying queries with unauthorized access, the evidence of data for future purposes is
under danger. Such SQL injection attack is found to be predominant in web applications. Such an attack has to be mitigated and
addressed soon for protecting the huge data. The survey reveals the importance of data and effects of SQL injection attack over
data and its prevention techniques.
Indexed Terms: SQL injection attack, Web Applications.

and prevention techniques and its analysis for the better
solution to protect data from SQL injection attack.

INTRODUCTION
The birth of Internet has led to many advantages in all
fields. This marked the beginning of new era. Now-a-days
mostly all transactions are made through online. Web
Applications are an integral part of each and every one‟s
daily activities. Each service provides authentication of
the user through username and password. If the secrecy of
the username and password are revealed out then the
purpose of doing online transaction will be of no use.
Then the attacker uses this chance to compromise the
website by the username and password. Web services are
vulnerable to unauthorized users, so that they can gain
access and use the information of authorized users and try
to modify it. This is found to be dangerous when the
transaction is all about money transfer. This type of attack
is called SQL injection attack. Such attack which exploits
the databases connected with the applications has to be
detected and prevented. Tomorrow‟s world revolves
around the data being stored from the history. The data
stored in volumes under databases has to be protected for
any kind of references in future.It is mandatory to protect
our stored data from SQL injection attacks. People rely on
communication through social media for all their
interactions. This increases the storage of data in
electronic media eventually in data warehouses. The huge
data in databases is vulnerable to SQL injection attack
which has the ability to completely destroy the data. It is
necessary to analyze the possible solutions, detection and
prevention techniques. The survey describes about the
SQL injection attack, its types, possible effects of SQL
injection on databases, the existing solutions for detection

MOTIVATION
Today‟s modern world could not move forward without
the use of internet. This is due to the rapid rise of internet
users every second. The web services are becoming the
most popular technology advancement among the people.
All the details of each and every person are stored
somewhere and are available through the internet. When
the internet is used to transfer data then the critical
information which should be kept secret are made
available in the internet. This makes them vulnerable and
the attackers can steal the unauthorized information in the
internet by means of the security loops available in the
websites. There are lot of possible attacks followed by the
hackers. One such attack which is least aware and very
dangerous among all other web applications security
attacks is SQL injection attack.Open Web application
Security project (OWASP) is the voluntary organization
which tries to provide awareness to the public related to
vulnerabilities, security loop holes, attacks, its worse
effects on web applications in the top 10 list. It makes it
releases for every three years from 2004. Table.1 details
the survey of top 10 attacks according to their releases
made in 2004, 2007, 2010 and and 2013. It is obvious
from the table that SQL injection attack tops the list for
the past two releases to till date.
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SQL Injection attack is a code injection technique which
exploits the vulnerability present in the application code
for gaining the unauthorized access over the data. The
effects of SQL injection attacks are modification of data,
destroying some fields of data, unauthorized access to
data, stealing of data, dropping down the entire database,
etc.
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Types of SQL injection Attack:
•
Tautology queries
•
Illegal queries
•
Union queries
•
Piggy bagged queries
•
Stored Procedures
Tautology queries:
These queries include tautology statements into the
queries to gain the Boolean value as always true to get
unauthorized access over the database.
Illegal Queries:
This kind of attack introduces some logically incorrect
words into the queries to yield the information about
structure of the database.
Union Queries:
This kind of attack attaches a sub query with the existing
query using a keyword union in order to perform some
malicious activity over the database.
Piggy bagged queries:
This kind of attack tries to insert malicious query along
with the existing query by adding „;‟ at the end of the
query through which malicious effects are created.
Stored Procedures:
Queries packed inside the stored procedures are also
found vulnerable to piggy bagged queries through which
unwanted queries are also allowed to be executed with the
existing one.

RELATED WORK:
Some attacks try to obtain the private and sensitive data
by leveraging the vulnerabilities in the web application.
An overview of DOS, SQL injection,XSS attacks[2] are
provided. The biggest challenge is the internet‟s open
architecture based on mutual trust. This enables attackers
to operate under numerous untraceable aliases. The other
is that most techniques that increase the security also
degrades the performance. In order to protect missioncritical websites, secure delivery network has been built
as a shield to absorb attack traffic. Mechanisms are
provided to protect DNS. The defending mechanisms at
the edge by implementing a distributed web application
firewall is given. Various rules are given to apply to every
request.

Various methods [15] are available to overcome XSS. But
the issue still occurs in anyapplications as the methods are
difficult to adopt and implement. Moreover the
complexity of XSS problem has further added to it. In this
paper a code auditing approach is provided which
comprises of two phases. First phase is the extraction of
all features that could defense against XSS attacks. The
second phase starts by verifying the information in first
phase for the adequacy of defense methods in preventing
potential cross site script attacks. With all these a tainted
information flow graph is modeled. This is implemented
using XSS defense extractor using seven test subjects. But
the DOM based XSS attack is not considered in this
model and only few applications are examined.
Several major websites have been the target of XSS
attacks [17] for decades. In order to protect these, wide
spectrum of solutions like simple static analysis to
complex runtime protection mechanisms have been
provided. The normal idea is to use special characters to
make the web browser to switch from a data context to
code context. The common defenses are defensive coding
practices, XSS testing, vulnerability detection, and
runtime attack prevention. Defensive coding practices can
completely remove all XSS vulnerabilities in Web
applica¬tions if they are applied appropriately. But they
are labor-intensive, prone to human error, and difficult to
enforce in deployed applications. Input Validation
methods like Specification-based IVT, Code-based IVT
exists. But generation of mutants is not automated and
hence labor intensive. Vulnerability detection includes
static analysis, static string analysis, combined static and
dynamic analysis. To prevent the real time attacks using
IDS or runtime monitors are used. Many approaches are
used for server side prevention, client side prevention. In
spite of all these weakness occurs. Hence form the
development perspective and program verification
perspective many developments need to be made.
Improperly coded applications is a great advantage for
injection attacks to insert and execute attacker-specified
commands which in turn enables to access the critical
data and resources. To avoid and reduce the security
vulnerabilities 16] a defense-in-depth approach is
provided. According to this approach, security depends on
several layers of mechanisms to cover the failure of each
other. To ensure security in all phases of the software
product‟s development life cycle various techniques and
tools are needed. The three important phases, out of the
phases in the life cycle, to be focussed are
implementation, testing, deployment. The defense-indepth approach assumes that each security precaution can
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fail. Three unique lines of defense required are input
validation, hotspot protection, and output validation. It is
also important to find the dangerous hidden flaws in the
code . The main approaches for detecting vulner-abilities
are white-box analysis and black-box testing. Further this
paper provides an overview of the intrinsic limitations
penetration testing and static code analysis. Attack
detection mechanisms like intrusion detection systems
(IDSs) or Web application firewalls (WAFs) are provided.
Their limitations are also highlighted.
There are many existing methods for the detection and
prevention of SQL injection attacks. In this paper, JDBC
checker[37] is capable of analyzing statically the
correctness of queries being generated dynamically. Java
can itself detect the type errors generated statically.
In this paper, static analysis algorithm based on lattice is
created for checking type errors and vulnerable codes are
protected using guards at run time. WebSSARI[34] ( Web
application Security by static Analysis and Runtime
Inspection ) is developed to test the algorithm which
verified the correctness of websites from SourceForge.net.
There are several security issues in an application
developed using Java.
A new lightweight static analyzer[28] which is capable of
detecting security errors like possibility of Bad Session
stores and SQL Injections has been developed and
verified with many applications.
One approach of converting vulnerable SQL
statements[23] into prepared statements can protect the
effect of input during execution. Automated fix
generation algorithm is able to remove SQL Injection
vulnerabilities (SQLIV‟s) by performing SQLChecks
over the web applications.
Abstract model[36] of source code with all possible inputs
constructs dynamic SQL queries. This query set is being
utilized for generating a finite state automata. This FSA is
capable of verifying the presence of security violations in
the source code.
At the time of development and debugging phases, Sania(
Syntactic and Semantic Analysis for Automated Testing
against SQL Injection) detects SQLIV by generating
parse trees for both intended and attacked SQL Query.
Sania compares the parse trees to find the spots being
vulnerable to the SQLIA.

In this paper, the comparison between parse trees
generated using SQL queries with user input and without
user input reveals SQLIV present in the Web application.
The author had written a specific grammar called BISON
used for SQLIA.
AMNESIA[29] Analysing and Monitoring for
Neutralizing SQL Injection Attack uses a model built
statically comprising of the legitimate queries and checks
it with the dynamic queries generated after the user‟s
input in order to analyse the presence of SQLIV in the
application code. The formal definition of all possible
command injection attacks is explained in detail in this
paper.
The author has developed SQLCHECK[25] for
preventing all kinds of command injection attacks which
are capable of changing the context of the intentions of
those commands in the Web application.
A method is developed to have concern on the
security[26] over the stored procedures in the database
layer. A parser for stored procedure is developed for code
analysis and validation is done during runtime to
eliminate such attacks.
A learning based[27] anomaly approach is being
developed by learning the profiles of access to the
database by normal users which can detect the abnormal
behaviours by notifying the change in access to the
database.
A Database parser[35] SQLrand capable of translating
random SQL queries to standard language , is used for
creating unpredictive SQL commands which are not
understandable by the attackers. This paper have given a
detailed survey over all possible kinds of SQLIA and
existing detection and prevention techniques for SQLIAs
and the evaluation of those techniques are also discussed.
Context- Sensitive String Evaluation (CSSE)[24]
performs checks on the area provided to the user and area
of the developer in the code to analyse the context
information present in the code. CSSE is platform specific
and does not modify the available application code.
A taint[30] propagation scheme is utilized in validating
the user input being submitted at the runtime. The scheme
mainly focuses on the source method from which user
strings are manipulated, Propagation which are the
dynamically generated queries after the submission of
user inputs, and sink method which executes the dynamic
queries.
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A Remote[32] execution of the SQL query by the
database server is done by creating objects namely Safe
query objects which are capable of translating classes into
executable queries.
Programmer Query language is analyzed statically to find
the matches corresponding to the context, flow and alias
analysis. The dynamic analysis finds out the violations
and performs actions as specified by the user query.
MEASUREMENTS AND EVALUATION:
SQL Injection attack has to be detected and prevented for
protecting the databases from it‟s worse effects. The
possible solutions against SQL Injection attack are
evaluated using the detection rate.
Detection rate is defined to the number of SQL Injection
attacks detected to number of SQL Injection attacks
performed.
This determines the performance of the detection
technique against SQL Injection attack.
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applications from SQL Injection attack which could be
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Thus, SQL injection attack is still found unattended. Web
services suffer a lot of security issues due to SQL
injection attack. This attack almost finds its way in
destroying the entire database behind the targeted web
application. So, the possible solutions in the survey have
to be implemented in real time to protect web applications
from severe damage.
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